WE DRIVE YOU TO THE MAGIC

COMPLIMENTARY DISNEY WORLD® SHUTTLE

- Transportation must be **booked at least 1 hour before** your scheduled departure time.
- **Visit** the Expedia® Local Expert Desk in each hotel’s lobby to **pick up** your transportation **voucher**.
- Our shuttle **departs** the Marriott Village at the bus stop between Fairfield Inn & Suites® and Courtyard® at the end of the Village Green.

**Departing** from Marriott Village to the Magic Kingdom® Transportation Center. **Returning** to Marriott Village from the Magic Kingdom® Transportation Center.

Shuttle times are available upon check-in, schedules may change by season. Shuttle schedule is available at the Expedia® Local Expert Desk located in the lobby of each hotel.

All transportation services are provided by a third party unaffiliated with the hotel. Disney® provides bus, monorail or ferry service between parks. **If you miss your shuttle,** contact Maingate Transportation at (407) 390-0000 Ex. 3 for transportation at your own expense. Disney® shuttle is a complimentary scheduled service. If you would like to bring your stroller with you, it must be collapsible and less than 40x10x3 inches (Standard Umbrella Stroller).